


beachfront elegance redefined



a top-notch experience



With a brand new look, timeless 

elegance tailored for the demands of 

our time and an exceptional 

combination of an ambient beachfront 

location, a tranquil vibe and a 

scandalous culinary experience, 

Royal Apollonia, Limassol creates a 

top-notch experience in perfect five 

star harmony.



the locationthe location



Directly on a sandy beach, 

giving an intimate beachfront setting 

with infinite views.

Located in the most privileged spot of 

the vibrant and cosmopolitan city of 

Limassol. 



the new lobbythe new lobby



Each area is carefully designed with 

chic elements, earthy tones and pastel 

colours, creating a harmonious atmos-

phere. An open-air design, with each 

element flowing into the next, creating 

an easy and tranquil vibe. 

Floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking 

the Mediterranean sea, set the scene 

for a remarkable ambiance and bring 

the elements of outdoors, indoor.



the main restaurantthe main restaurant



An intimate and delightful ambiance, 

with signature pieces, rich colour tones 

and atmospheric lighting offering 

exquisite level of gastronomy and taste.

Aura Dining leads onto a large sunny 

terrace with panoramic sea views that 

create a wonderfully relaxing setting 

while enjoying international buffets 

with show cooking stations.



akakiko easy japanese fusionakakiko easy japanese fusion



The panoramic views of the sea, blend 

elegantly with the new design, based 

on the Japanese culture with a con-

temporary twist, bright colours and 

representations of nature that enrich 

the space.

One of the most popular restaurants 

on the island combines authentic and 

delicious Asian cuisine with top quality 

service and fresh ingredients.



alati greek flavoursalati greek flavours



Greek cuisine offers an incredibly rich 

and diverse array of tastes which are 

the culmination of thousands of years 

of culture. 

Alati Greek Flavours, with the unprec-

edentedly impressive environment, 

presents the best homemade recipes 

based on locally-sourced produce, fra-

grant herbs and traditional favourites. 



indigo swim-up barindigo swim-up bar



Ultimate in relaxation, in a lively scene 

surrounded by the hotel’s large 

island-shaped pool. 

The Indigo swim-up bar stands just 

steps from the crystal clear waters of 

the Mediterranean sea and within the 

large island-shaped pool, offering the 

perfect setting for freshly shaken

cocktails and superfruit smoothies.



the roomsthe rooms



Spacious and refined in design rooms 

and suites, each reflecting an essence 

of minimal feel, elegance and the es-

sentials for a serene stay. 

Attention to detail, impeccable service 

and an array of high living amenities, 

complete the Royal Apollonia 

5* experience.



the royal spathe royal spa



An extensive range of treatments for 

the well-being of mind, body and spirit 

in an environment of sensory pleasure.

The Royal Spa offers cozy and relaxed 

atmosphere enhanced by its design 

and its award winning products.

A Dead Sea climatological room, a 

large indoor pool and a state-of-the-art 

gym with high-tech equipment com-

plete the experience.



the conference roomsthe conference rooms



Ideal for business meetings, confer-

ences, incentives, seminars and any 

successful corporate event in Limassol.

Hotel offers the Emerald room, a 

180sqm modular conference room 

which can accommodate up to 180 

delegates. Also offers 2 smaller in-

terconnecting syndicate rooms, the 

Amethyst and the Ruby, which can 

accommodate 40 and 50 delegates 

respectively.



beachfront elegance redefined


